
2021 Senior Butt Rally 
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 
Day 4 – Bonus Report 
 
From Michael Boge… 
 
Cliff...letting you know that the team of Bucky & Barnes made it safely to St Maries tonight to claim the 
DBR bonus. 
 
After an incredible lunch of elk steak under those wide Montana skies, dining with the cohorts they left 
in Texas two days ago George Barnes and Bucky Dent came west solo to the Idaho Panhandle.  They 
were greeted with "Kenneth Andrews’s weather" in the form of 44-degree temps, rain and a very dark 
Highway 3 that winds its way south from the safety of Interstate 90.  Did I mention lightning?  Of course. 
 
What greeted them at the end of that road was the logging community of St Maries, a town of 2,900 
reasonable people and two cheeseburgers that would enable them to bag their DBR bonus. 
 
The cheeseburger...such a simple food that brings joy during parties, cruises or rainy Idaho nights.  I 
have one every day, well no more than three a day if I have to confess. The cheeseburgers tonight put 
the Team of Bucky & Barnes back on the road out of St Maries, albeit a different damn curvy, rainy, deer 
infested dark road towards Spokane and bed two hours away. 
 
Ok Cliff...enough talk on those two that went the entire opposite way of the rest of the SBR world and 
are in bed dreaming of boni.  They are either brilliant or of the mindset of Troy Martin who is wallowing 
away down in Key West.  At least there are more people there. I did spot girls in the Key West photo, 
which can only spell fun and a whole lot of trouble.  Maybe that is why I play it safe and went to St 
Maries tonight to intercept Bucky & Barnes and to inform them to not block my drive thru though it is 
the only flat spot on the property!  My main point is this...I left these two with a shirt each from Burger 
Express and a THIRD shirt that needs to go to Cliff Wall.  I repeated this at least four times and had them 
raise their right hand to swear you would get it in unused form.  So remember if there are oil stains, 
sweat or a whole lot of dust and dirt on your shirt it was not me giving you a used one from a 
disgruntled employee that is going back to unemployment and stimulus checks.  It left our place new!!! 
 
Cheers,  Thanks for including us on the bonus list.  Big fun. Photos for ya attached. 
 
Michael Boge 
IBA #336 
 
Well played Michael.  Well played.  Wish you could have ridden the rally.   
 
Cliff Wall 
IBA #459 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Conquerors of the Great Northwest.  Lewis & Clark got nothing on Bucky & Barnes. 
 

   
 
 

             


